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There's an inevitable moment when
traveling that you end up overwhelmed
and standing in the middle of a busy street
fighting about where to get lunch. It's in
those moments that I want to grab a local
by the shoulders and beg them to disclose
all the places and spaces they cherish the
most.

My hope for this guidebook is to give you
exactly that.

I relocated to Copenhagen in April of 2018,
and over the past 3 years, I've enjoyed life
in the heart of the city. Surrounded by the
canals, great food, and sunbathing Danes.

This guide aims to provide the practical
advice and local perspective you need to
plan a memorable trip full of authentic
experiences.

An Insider's Guide to Copenhagen has
everything from well-organized lists,
packing tips, and language cheat sheets, to
an interactive map that will help you
effortlessly plan out each day. I hope you
end up loving this place as much as I do.

WELCOME TO
COPENHAGEN
I'm your guide, Dani Bruflodt.

SAFE TRAVELS,

CONTACT

Blog: Thyme-is-Honey.com

Instagram: @Thyme_is_Honey
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Quick Facts

ABOUT COPENHAGEN
DENMARK DOES NOT USE THE EURO. THE

CURRENCY IS THE DANISH KRONER. BUT

IT'S ALSO RATHER CASHLESS. PLAN TO

USE CARDS.

Copenhagen is home to
the longest pedestrian
shopping street in the
world: Strøget

COPENHAGEN IS ON THE ISLAND OF

ZEALAND, AND DENMARK'S MAINLAND IS

KNOWN AS JUTLAND.

The population of Copenhagen
is around 800,000.

IN DENMARK YOU ARE NEVER MORE

THAN 31 MILES FROM THE SEA.

The Danish flag is red
with a white horizontal
cross and is the oldest
state flag in the world.
It is called the
"Dannebrog" and you'll
see it flying throughout
the city.

YOU'RE PROBABLY SAYING HYGGE

WRONG. IT'S PRONOUNCED HYOO-GUH.

Denmark is made up of 444
islands, but only 76 of them

are currently inhabited.

Denmark is home to some
of the world's cleanest
water. You can drink
straight from the tap and
swim most places.

A key part of Danish culture is a law
known as "Janteloven" or "no one is
better than the other", which states
that everyone is accepted and equal,

Copenhagen is a super flat city, which
makes it extremely bike friendly.
More than 50% of Copenhageners
cycle to work or school every day.
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https://translate.google.com/?sl=da&tl=en&text=hygge%0A&op=translate


LAYERS

Plan for big shifts in weather, and no matter the time of year you'll be happy
to have at least one warm jacket or outer layer that blocks wind.

1. The weather can change in a hurry.

COMFORTABLE SHOES

You'll probably walk a lot, plus there are a lot of cobblestone streets. Leave
your heels at home and go for comfort instead (the locals will be).

2. The best way to see the city is by foot!

BACKPACK, RESUABLE SHOPPING BAG, OR TOTE

Shopping bags cost money here, so bring your own! Also great if you plan to
do picnics or be out all day (so you can store that warmer layer, water etc.).

3. It will make your visit easier, I promise.

ADAPTERS

You don't need a converter, just these adapters. Leave your Americna blow
dryer and curling iron at home (they won't work without a converter).

4. For your chargers and electronic devices.

PICNIC BLANKET

I've linked to a travel-friendly one, but you can also check with your hotel,
Airbnb, or perhaps "borrow" one off the airplane (I didn't say that). 

5. I promise you won't regret it.

Must-Have Things to Pack
Five
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EXPLORE THE HARBOR AND CANALS
There's no better way to see Copenhagen than by water. You can paddle a
kayak, rent an electronic boat called a "Go-Boat", or hop on a canal tour
boat. If you want a personal experience but don't want to drive your own
Go-Boat, look into Hey Captain. Pro-tip: You're allowed to bring your own
drinks on the canal tour boats, so don't be shy about bringing a bottle of wine as
you enjoy the tour.

1. Go by kayak, electric boat, or canal tour

AN AFTERNOON AT REFSHALEØEN
Refshaleøen, also known as "Reffen" is a huge street food park off the beaten
path. You can get there by bus, or it's about a 40-minute walk from central
CPH (I love the walk!). Once there, you'll have endless food options, tons of
waterfront seating, and likely won't want to leave. Also, check out La
Banchine and Empirical Dock House along the way.

2. An experience not every tourist makes time for.

VISIT ASSISTENS CEMETERY
IMO this is a better use of time than visiting The Little Mermaid sculpture
(overrated). The cemeteries in Denmark are gorgeous, so I always
recommend choosing a walking route that passes through the cemeteries.
And don't be shy to take a nap or have a picnic. The Danes utilize their
cemeteries as public spaces.  

3. Find the grave of the famous H.C. Andersen (author of The Little Mermaid).

Must-Do Things in Copenhagen
Five
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https://goboat.dk/en/
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TOUR ROSENBORG CASTLE
This little castle is one of my favorite tours (it takes about 2 hours). It's
surrounded by rose gardens and the famed King's Garden. Don't miss the
royal jewels in the basement! There's a little coffee shop in the southeast
corner of the park or a small cafe along the north-central edge. Another
great place to relax or enjoy a picnic.

4. A wonderful 2-hour tour right in the heart of the city.

VISIT FREETOWN CHRISTIANA
This "island" in the center of Copenhagen is home to around 1,000 citizens
and is a bit of a "hippie commune". Weed can typically be purchased from
vendors on Pusher Street. There are also breweries and coffee shops.
Beware of taking photos --- they prefer you put your camera away while
visiting.

5. An international community and commune with lots to see.

Pork Krapow from Holy Krapow at Reffen.Rosenborg Castle and the King's Garden.
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1. WALKING IN A BIKE LANE
Be aware of them. Know where they are. Do not walk in them. Not only is it
annoying, but you can cause an accident.

Mistakes to Definitely Avoid
Five

2. MESSING UP THE QUEUE
Danes are serious about their lines. Places like bakeries or service desks will
usually have a ticket machine. Take a ticket, and wait for your number.

3. GETTING LOCKED IN SELF-CHECKOUT
Some of the grocery stores require you to scan your receipt when exiting. If
you find yourself locked in, look for a nearby scanner. 

4. NOT KNOWING BIKE ETIQUETTE
Keep to the right of all bike lanes when biking. Know the correct hand
signals. The video above is a great resource if you plan to bike.

5. NOT MAKING RESERVATIONS
Wanna eat in a specific restaurant for supper tonight? Plan on making a
reservation, especially on weekends. Like most of Europe, meals are a 2-3
hour event in Denmark and restaurants usually plan for 1-2 seatings per
night.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H42KjIkO8SA


1. PICNICS
If you have good weather during your visit avoid sitting inside restaurants
and bars. Picnics are the way to go and more economical (+ see #2!).

Things to Definitely Not Avoid
Five

2. DRINKING IN PUBLIC
You can drink anywhere you want. Take advantage of it. Sip wine next to the
canal. Take beer to a park. It's the Danish way (and cheaper). Just clean up
your trash. 

3. CHASING THE SUN AND THE WATER
Not sure what to do? Just follow the sun and the water and you'll find the
Danes and an authentic experience.

4. THE CEMETERIES AND PARKS
Danish cemeteries are beautiful, and people utilize them. They are not a
sullen place. Go for a picnic, a nap, or a bottle of wine.

5. SPEAKING ENGLISH
English is taught in schools. Everyone speaks English. You don't need to ask,
just use English.
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KEBAB + PARK

We've tried a lot of kebabs, and one of our favorites in Copenhagen is East
Kebab. Grab it to-go and then enjoy the views at Fælledparkens! There are
tables and benches available, but this is always a great spot to have a blanket
to throw down in the grassy lawn.

1.

Food+ Drinks from - East Kebab
Picnic at - Fælledparkens

Best Places to Have a Picnic
Five

WATERFRONT CHARCEUTERIE

Den Gamle Købmand is an incredible grocer. Pop in for a huge selection of
beer and wine, and anything you'd need for a charcuterie-style picnic
(crackers, meat, cheese, etc). Get a few things to go and then navigate
toward Ofelia Plads to find a spot along the water.

2. Food+ Drinks from - Den Gamle Købmand
Picnic at - Ofelia Plads or waterfront near The Playhouse

SANDWICHES + PARK

Krystal Sandwich is a staple! You can't miss having one during your visit.
The Spicy Chicken Sandwich is my go-to. Grab a sandwich and then
navigate to Ørstedsparken where you'll find grassy hillsides and a beautiful
pond. I recommend bringing a picnic blanket for this one, but benches are
available.

3.

Food+ Drinks from - Krystal Sandwich
Picnic at - Ørstedsparken
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Krystal Sandwich enjoyed at Ørstedsparken. Laboca Empanadas lakeside.

FOOD STALLS + LAKES

Torvehallerne houses various food stalls and vendors. Pick out some good
eats (we love Laboca Empanadas to-go) and beverages from the Mikkeller
Bottle Shop. Then walk to The Lakes and enjoy the views! You can sit on a
bench, along the bridge, or bring a blanket.

4. Food+ Drinks from - Torvehallerne
Picnic at - Anywhere along the Lakes

PASTRIES + LIBRARIES

Grab coffee from Jack's, then pastries or rolls from Sankt Peders. Navigate
to The Royal Library Garden. You might choose to enter through the horse
stables at Christiansborg palace and exit toward the harbor for more great
views. There are both tables and benches available in the garden.

5. Coffee from - Jack's Hole-in-the-Wall or Democratic Coffee
Pastries from - Sankt Peders Bageri (oldest Bakery in Copenhagen)
Picnic at - The Royal Library Garden
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THE LIVING ROOM

This coffee shop has tons of living room style seating (think couches and
lounging). Great for coffee or a drink (they stay open late Weds-Sat).

1. The ultimate hygge with a cozy, laid-back atmosphere.

KOMPA 9

A great spot for breakfast or lunch! Light dishes, great coffee, and my
favorite vegan banana bread in the world (except my mom's).

2. Old street charm and delicious food.

AMERICAN PIE COMPANY

Sort of a cannot-miss-stop when in Copenhagen. Pair a warm (or iced!)
drink with a slice of pie or do one of their seasonal pie + ice cream pairings.

3. Owned by a Wisconsinite and sure to please.

APRIL COFFEE STORE + SHOWROOM

This isn't the place you go to hang out or read. Pop in for a superb cuppa
and then walk around the neighborhood.

4. For the snobbiest of coffee lovers.

LITTLE YELLOW COFFEE BAR

Housed in a very old building, this spot is extra charming! They have a nice
patio, or additional seating and space to work upstairs.

5. My favorite cozy coffee spot.

Places to Grab a Great Coffee
Five
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http://www.thelivingroom.dk/
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Best Photo Spots
(that aren't Nyhavn)

Five

But don't get me wrong, Nyhavn is definitely
worth popping by for the photo. After that,
though, I'd recommend exploring other parts of
the city that are less crowded.

And while it's a great photo, it's far from the only
great photo. Here are 5 of my favorite images to
capture during your trip.
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SANKT PAUL'S GADE

This area was once a naval barrack
created by Christian IV. Now rows of
colorful housing have been added, but
you can still find some of the single-
storey terraced homes in this area, as
well.

1.
Colorful houses near the King's Garden.

MAGSTRÆDE

Snaregade and Magstræde are two of the
oldest streets in Copenhagen. They link
with Gammel Strand at their eastern end
(a great place to get patio drinks or
meals!). Magstræde was created in the
1520s. Mag means "lavatory" or public
latrines --- which is what was once
located on this picturesque street!

2.
One of the oldest (and most photogenic)
streets in the city.
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STORKESPRINGVANDET

Enter the shopping mall Illum and
navigate to Original Coffee on the top
floor. Grab a latte or pastry and head out
onto their patio to get some sun and the
perfect shot of this historic fountain and
square down below. "The Stork Fountain"
is a popular place for newly graduated
midwives to celebrate the completion of
their degree.

3.
Get a great aerial shot of an iconic
Copenhagen square.

NYBROGADE

Navigate to the front of Thorvaldsens
Museum for the perfect shot of this
iconic street. Most of the buildings date
to around 1730. You can cross the road to
capture some of the canal in your photo,
or capture the reflections. While you're
here, visit Christiansborg Palace and The
Royal Library Garden.

4.
One of my absolute favorite views in
Copenhagen.
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FREDRIKSHOLM CANAL

After getting your shot of Nybrogade
(#4), head toward The National Museum.
As you cross the Strombroen (storm
bridge) turn left to capture this shot. You
can also turn left after the storm bridge
to cross the bridge in this photo, which
leads into the stables at Christiansborg
Palace. Another great photo opportunity.
Keep walking through the complex to
end up at the royal library garden
(another great photo!).

5.
A scenic canal filled with boats and
locals enjoying the water.

CLIMB A TOWER

There's a free tower you can access at
Christiansborg Palace (for this photo)
called "The Tower". It's typically open
daily starting at 11am. Go early to avoid
any lines. You can also walk to the top of
The Round Tower in central Copenhagen
(costs around 100 kr.)  or the famous
tower at Church of Our Savior in
Christianshavn.

Bonus
Easy-to-access towers offer beautiful
views and great photos.
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EATS + DRINKS
Our Favorite
We don't spend much time in restaurants and bars -- we definitely prefer the picnic method
and encourage you to do the same! But, Copenhagen is full of great food and great cocktails, so
we've rounded up a few of our absolute favs for you.

For a delicious and romantic meal, head to Marv + Bens. Bless if they still have the bone barrow
rolls on the menu (they were life-changing).

FANCY DINNER // MARV + BENS

This cozy cocktail bar is owned by our American friend, Geoffrey. Don't miss my favorite drink
in the world -- the Mushroom Alexander. Plus, he makes boozy malts!

COCKTAIL BAR // BALDERDASH

This basement beer bar always has a great lineup, very hygge indoor seating, and great outdoor
seating along The Lakes.

BEER SPOT // SØERNES ØLBAR

Located in one of my favorite squares (great area for beer or a glass of wine on a patio). This
burger joint is delicious, has a great covered patio, and the inside is an antique railcar.

CASUAL MEAL // SPORVEJEN BURGER BAR

Wanna take in a show? Look into English improv shows at Improv Comedy Copenhagen, or
upcoming musical acts at Hotel Cecil, Ideal Bar, Vega, Musikcafeen, or Drop Inn.

SHOWS // VENUES WE LOVE

Try the famed Smørrebrød at Aamanns 1921 or Lillians (carry-out only) or sit down for a Danish
meal at Kanal Kafeen, Puk, or Den Lille Apotek.  

TRADITIONAL // DANISH EATS
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OUR COZY BAR LINEUP
Night Out
If you're looking for clubbing advice, you've come to the wrong place. But, if you want a
suggestion for a Copenhagen bar crawl that includes a lot of authentic stops, we gotcha. These
all serve coffee and other non-alcoholic beverages, as well. A convenient area to have dinner
beforehand would be Gammel Strand (try Krogs or Pizzeria Luca).

Tucked into the central shopping area, this bar is a true gem that is really a "hole-in-the-wall"
dive bar.

STOP ONE // CHARLIE'S BAR

Another cozy spot that can be easy to miss. A common place to play dice, you'll find sets on the
tables.

STOP TWO // CAFÉ HALVVEJEN

Low lighting. Low ceilings. Perfectly chill and always the right amount of busy. You'll find a
good craft beer lineup at this little dive.

STOP FOUR // LORD NELSON

This bar specializes in gin, with over 100 gin + tonic combos on the menu. Great outdoor
seating with additional bars and restaurants nearby.

STOP FIVE // BIRD & CHURCHKEY

More into game nights? Make sure to check out our favorite game Bar, The Bastard Cafe. Grab
dinner along Gamel Strand and then head here, where you can rent thousands of popular
board games. You can order snacks and drinks while you play.

HONORABLE MENTION // BASTARD CAFE
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You can't go to Europe and not hang out in a cozy basement bar, right? Pull up their website
(pederscph.dk) to browse their expansive list of bottles you can order for there or to-go.

STOP THREE // PEDERS CRAFT BEER & BOTTLE SHOP

Still in a party mood? You'll find plenty of nightclubs in the area around Bird & Churchkey, or
you might consider heading to the cocktail bar Ruby or my favorite late-night spot, Balderdash.
LGBTQ+? Centralhjørnet is one of the oldest gay bars in Europe.

NIGHTCAPS



CHEAT SHEET
Danish

English Danish Prounciation

Knowing this one word will go a long way during your visit. You can also say Tusind Tak, which
means "A thousand thanks" (two-sin tock).

Waiting in line? You'll wanna be listening for this word to signal that they are ready for the
next person in line. 

This phrase is often used as "excuse me". If you bump into someone or need to get past them,
this is the word to use.

Most stores will ask if you want to purchase a bag (yes, they cost money). They may phrase it
various ways, but you can listen for this one word and respond, "Nej, tak" (no, thanks).

Likewise, they'll ask if you want your receipt. You can listen for this word and respond "Nej,
tak." (no, thanks).

If someone begins speaking Danish to you, a polite way to get them to switch is to ask if they
speak English. They'll usually just switch immediately.

Thanks Tak Tock

Next Næste Nayst-ah

Sorry Undskyld Un-school

Bag Pose Po-sah

Receipt Kvittering Kvit-e-ang

Do you speak English? Taler du Engelsk? Tay-lair due Engelsk?

While you'll find it easy to get by with English, especially in Copenhagen, knowing just a few
words can be really helpful. I've provided phonetic pronunciations that are helpful if you speak
American English. 
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Pro tip: if you want someone to speak English to you, respond to their "Hej" with "Hello". If you
respond with "Hi!" They may think you're saying the Danish "Hej" and proceed in Danish.

Leaving? Just double up on your "hej" and you are good to go. Worth noting that this is usually
said in a rather chipper manner.

While you might be temtped to say "Yawwww", the Danes pronounce this simply, "yeah".

Again, you might be tempted to say "Nayyyy", but the Danes pronounce this simply, "nigh", like
saying night, without the t.

Any good guest should know how to say cheers in the native language! Say skål as you raise
your glass to toast.

Because we should know how to say I love you in as many languages as possible. Just don't
accidentally say it to a bartender (been there!).

Hi Hej Hi

Bye Hej hej Hi hi

Yes Ja Yeah

Nej No Nigh (rhymes with "high")

Cheers Skål Scole

I love you Jeg elsker dig Yigh elska die

CHEAT SHEET CONT'D
Danish
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FOR EATING, DRINKING, AND DOING
Other Ideas
There are so many great options, I couldn't possibly include them all! But, here are a few
additional ideas if you need them.

This street is dotted with great cafes, picturesque flower shops, and unique stores for
shopping.

VISIT VÆRNEDAMSVEJ

A 40-minute train ride will take you to Hillerød, Denmark. Home to one of my favorite castles,
Frederiksborg Castle. Worth visiting especially when the gardens are in bloom,

TAKE THE TRAIN TO HILLERØD

In just 1-hour you can arrive in Malmö, Sweden. Pop over for lunch and a bit of shopping. Don't
forget to take your passport with you!

TAKE THE TRAIN TO MALMÖ, SWEDEN

You can click here for a full post about how to do this. It's a great way to spend a couple of
nights during your trip --- or fly into Copenhagen and home from Oslo (or Bergen!).

TAKE THE OVERNIGHT FERRY TO OSLO, NORWAY

This spot is near Central Station/Tivoli and is one of our favorites for a quick, casual dinner.
They serve hand pies --- just order 'em at the bar.

STORM INN

Renting a car is easy and so is driving. Popular areas to look into are Møns Klint, Skodsborg,
Ærø, Sjaellands Odde, or the western coast of Denmark's mainland known as "Cold Hawaii",
where white sand beaches stretch for miles.

TAKE A ROAD TRIP
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There is generally no tipping in Denmark, especially in restaurants and bars. It can actually
be seen as offensive. The price listed is the price you need to pay. Some touristy spots will
hand you the credit card terminal with the option to add a tip ---- don't feel obligated unless
you thought the service was superior.

Service in Denmark is also very different from some countries, especially the US. It's
considered rude for them to interrupt your conversation or meal, or bring you the bill and
make you feel rushed, so don't expect regular "check-ins". If you need a refill or want the
check, get someone's attention.

Rideshare does not exist here, so don't expect to use Uber or Lyft. You'll find taxis, bike taxis,
and ample public transport. I recommend not having a rental car unless you plan to travel to
other cities.

Denmark is a very cashless society. I'd recommend getting a credit card with no or low
international transaction fees and relying on that for the duration of your trip.
 

+ ADDITIONAL TIPS

Baadudlejningen - This boat restaurant sits right on the water in one of Copenhagen's most
picturesque canals. A great spot for an afternoon drink, lunch, or dinner.
Sofiebadet - Copenhagen has many bathhouses where you can get various treatments and
enjoy saunas. I'm a big fan of Hamam Treatment at Sofiebadet.
Fermentoren - a great beer bar with a large, covered, outdoor patio.
Glyptotek - If you're into art museums, don't miss this one! It is built around the personal
collection of Carl Jacobsen, the son of the founder of the Carlsberg Breweries.
Huks Fluks - One of my favorite spots for a glass of wine. This square is beautiful and usually
not super busy. 
War Pigs - If you get hungry for BBQ, head here! Also a huge Mikkeller beer list. Located in the
meatpacking district, this neighborhood is also worth a few hours of exploring.
Kayak Bar - Another great spot on the water. Especially on a sunny, summer day! You can rent
kayaks from here, as well, and watch them come and go.
Royal Library - pop inside for a great view of the harbor and marvel at the architecture.
Husted Vin - Looking for a bottle shop in central Copenhagen? We love Hustsed Vin, perfectly
situated along the canal.

+ A FEW MORE FAVORITES
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GET THE MAP

https://bit.ly/3xIvrmI
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This interactive Google Map includes everything I've mentioned throughout this travel
guide, with color-coding so that you can easily sort it by what you're looking for. Access the
map via the link below. Bookmark it on your phone for easy access. Click on "legend" in the

top left to view layers + additional info.

Thanks for trusting me as your guide to
Copenhagen! Be sure to check my recent

Instagram or blog posts to see if I've added
anything new. I hope you have a wonderful

visit and safe travels.

@THYME_IS_HONEY

https://bit.ly/3xIvrmI
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1BOyEt1hHyYyVzu4iSS69VszS1saC3Wgb&ll=55.684771158811756%2C12.576595750000026&z=14

